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The Soundscape 1993-10-01
the soundscape a term coined by the author is our sonic environment the ever present array
of noises with which we all live beginning with the primordial sounds of nature we have
experienced an ever increasing complexity of our sonic surroundings as civilization develops
new noises rise up around us from the creaking wheel the clang of the blacksmith s hammer
and the distant chugging of steam trains to the sound imperialism of airports city streets
and factories the author contends that we now suffer from an overabundance of acoustic
information and a proportionate diminishing of our ability to hear the nuances and
subtleties of sound our task he maintains is to listen analyze and make distinctions as a
society we have become more aware of the toxic wastes that can enter our bodies through
the air we breathe and the water we drink in fact the pollution of our sonic environment is
no less real schafer emphasizes the importance of discerning the sounds that enrich and
feed us and using them to create healthier environments to this end he explains how to
classify sounds appreciating their beauty or ugliness and provides exercises and soundwalks
to help us become more discriminating and sensitive to the sounds around us this book is a
pioneering exploration of our acoustic environment past and present and an attempt to
imagine what it might become in the future

Music and Sonic Environments in Video Games
2024-10-15
music and sonic environments in video games brings together a range of perspectives that
explore how music and sound in video games interact with virtual and real environments
often in innovative and unexpected ways drawing on a range of game case studies and
disciplinary perspectives the contributors consider the sonic environment in games as its
own storytelling medium highlighting how dynamic video game soundscapes respond to
players movements engage them in collaborative composition and actively contribute to
worldbuilding the chapters discuss topics including genre conventions around soundscape
design how sonic environments shape players perceptions how game sound and music
model ecological processes and nonhuman relationships and issues of cultural and
geographic representation together the essays in this volume bring game music and sound
into the environmental humanities and transform our understanding of sonic environments
as an essential part of storytelling in interactive media engaging a wide variety of game
genres and communities of play this book will be of interest to students and scholars of
music media studies critical game studies popular culture and sound studies

A Philosophy of Ambient Sound 2023-06-13
this book presents the first book length study of ambient sound as a key issue in sound
studies and sonic philosophy taking a broad media philosophical approach it explores
ambient sound as a basic dimension of the sonic environment sonic technologies sonic arts
and the material staging of listening through analyses of key concepts such as
surroundability mediatization immanence synthetization and continuous variation the book
elucidates how ambient aspects of sound influence our conceptions of what sound is and
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how it affects us by exposing sound s relation to basic categories such as space time
environment medium and materiality it also illuminates how the strategic production of
ambient sound constitutes a leading aesthetic paradigm that has been a decisive factor in
the shaping of the modern sonic environment from key developments in experimental and
popular music sound art and cinematic sound design to the architectural technological
construction of listening spaces in concert halls and theaters and in current streaming
infrastructures digital surround sound and the everyday aesthetics of headphone listening

The Sonic Environment and Human Behavior 1974
sonic rupture applies a practitioner led approach to urban soundscape design which
foregrounds the importance of creative encounters in global cities this presents an
alternative to those urban soundscape design approaches concerned with managing the
negative health impacts of noise instead urban noise is considered to be a creative material
and cultural expression that can be reshaped with citywide networks of sonic installations
by applying affect theory the urban is imagined as an unfolding of the affective earth and
noise as its homogenous and homogenizing voice it is argued that noise is an expressive
material with which sonic practitioners can interface to increase the creative possibilities of
urban life at the heart of this argument is the question of relationships how do we augment
and diversify those interconnections that weave together the imaginative life and the
expressions of the land the book details seven sound installations completed by the author
as part of a creative practice research process in which the sonic rupture model was
discovered the sonic rupture model which aims to diversify human experiences and urban
environments encapsulates five soundscape design approaches and ten practitioner
intentions multiple works of international practitioners are explored in relation to the
discussed approaches sonic rupture provides the domains of sound art music creative
practice urban design architecture and environmental philosophy with a unique perspective
for understanding those affective forces which shape urban life the book also provides a
range of practical and conceptual tools for urban soundscape design that can be applied by
the sonic practitioner

Sonic Rupture 2016-06-02
the soundscape is our acoustic environment the ever present noises with which we all live
the author suggests that we now suffer from acoustical overload and are less able to hear
the nuances and subtleties of sound our task he maintains is to listen analyze and make
distinctions in spite of sound pollution

The Tuning of the World 1977
the field of sound studies has changed and developed dramatically over the last two decades
involving a vast and dizzying array of work produced by those working in the arts social
sciences and sciences the study of sound is inherently interdisciplinary and is undertaken
both by those who specialize in sound and by others who wish to include sound as an
intrinsic and indispensable element in their research this is the first resource to provide a
wide ranging cross cultural and interdisciplinary investigation and analysis of the ways in
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which researchers use a broad range of methodologies in order to pursue their sonic
investigations it brings together 49 specially commissioned chapters that ask a wide range
of questions including how can sound be used in current academic disciplines is sound as a
methodological tool indispensable for sound studies and what can sound artists contribute
to the discourse on methodology in sound studies the editors also present 3 original
chapters that work as provocative sonic methodological interventions prefacing the 3
sections of the book

The Bloomsbury Handbook of Sonic Methodologies
2020-12-10
this book is a printed edition of the special issue noise and vibration control in the built
environment that was published in applied sciences

Noise and Vibration Control in the Built Environment
2018-03-23
as an acoustic engineer trevor cox has spent his career eradicating unwanted noises echoes
in concert halls clamour in classrooms until the day he heard something so astonishing that
he had an epiphany rather than quashing rare or bizarre sounds we should be celebrating
these sonic treasures this is the story of his investigation into the mysteries of these sonic
wonders of the world in the mojave desert he finds sand dunes that sing in france he
discovers an echo that tells jokes in california he drives down a musical road that plays the
william tell overture in cathedrals across the world he learns how acoustics changed the
history of the church touching on physics music archaeology neuroscience biology and
design cox explains how sound is made and altered by the environment and how our body
reacts to peculiar noises from the exotic sonic wonders he encounters on his journey or the
equally unique and surprising sounds of our everyday environment in a world dominated by
the visual sonic wonderland encourages us to become better listeners and to open our ears
to the glorious cacophony around us listen to a selection of astonishing sounds here
soundcloud com sonicwonderland

Sonic Wonderland 2014-01-09
soundscape basics and practical implications soundscape research represents a paradigm
shift as it involves human and social sciences and physical measurements to account for the
diversity of soundscapes across countries and cultures moreover it treats environmental
sounds as a resource rather than a waste soundscape and the built environment is the first
book to systematically discuss soundscape in the built environment it begins with a
presentation of theory and basic background answering questions such as what is
soundscape how is it important and how does it affect people in terms of their health and
perception on the acoustic environment the book then sets out tools for implementing a
soundscape approach with measurement techniques mapping and good soundscape
practices it also delivers a series of examples of the application of the soundscape approach
in planning design and assessment discusses soundscape and environmental noise explores
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cultural variations and the way they influence soundscape introduces binaural measurement
technology and psychoacoustics examines the physical psychological and physiological
restorative mechanism of high quality acoustic environments presents soundscape mapping
based on human perception of sound sources includes real world examples and case studies
highlighting the key issues in soundscape intervention soundscape and the built
environment is written by a group of leading international figures and derives from a four
year eu cost project on soundscapes of european cities and landscapes it presents a
consensus on the current state of the art and is not merely a collection of different views it
is written for acoustic consultants urban planners designers and policy makers as well as for
graduate students and researchers

Sonic Environment Tests of an Insulator/ablator
Material 1977
a handbook of acoustic terminology

Acoustics in the Built Environment: a Challenge for
Improving the Quality of Life 2022-05-30
environmental sound artists in their own words is an incisive and imaginative look at the
international environmental sound art movement which emerged in the late 1960s the term
environmental sound art is generally applied to the work of sound artists who incorporate
processes in which the artist actively engages with the environment while the field of
environmental sound art is diverse and includes a variety of approaches the art form
diverges from traditional contemporary music by the conscious and strategic integration of
environmental impulses and natural processes this book presents a current perspective on
the environmental sound art movement through a collection of personal writings by
important environmental sound artists dismayed by the limitations and gradual breakdown
of contemporary compositional strategies environmental sound artists have sought alternate
venues genres technologies and delivery methods for their creative expression
environmental sound art is especially relevant because it addresses political social economic
scientific and aesthetic issues as a result it has attracted the participation of artists
internationally awareness and concern for the environment has connected and unified
artists across the globe and has achieved a solidarity and clarity of purpose that is
singularly unique and optimistic the environmental sound art movement is borderless and
thriving

Soundscape Studies and Methods 2002
the concept of the soundscapes includes all of the sounds in one s environment and focuses
not only on the sounds itself instead it focuses on the interrelationships between person and
activity and place both in space and time soundscape also include influences on the acoustic
environment through auditory sensation its interpretation and the responses to the acoustic
environment in context the conceptual framework of soundscape describes the process of
perceiving or experiencing and or understanding an acoustic environment highlighting
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general concepts and their relationships context sound sources acoustic environment
auditory sensation interpretation of auditory sensation responses and outcomes
international organization for standardization iso 12913 1 2014 acoustics soundscape part
definition and conceptual framework iso geneva 2014 with soundscape one achieves a
deeper understanding of acoustic environment and its effects on people the iso standard
12931 1 on soundscape provides an important and rigorous distinction in the use of
soundscape but it is recognizable that some individuals particularly planners designers lay
persons and even those primarily interested in management of the acoustic environment
through environmental noise control will find it convenient to use soundscape as a synonym
for the physical acoustic environment when it comes to noise management and urban
planning soundscape research has the potential to promote healthy urban environments by
sharing and incorporating the significant knowledge of all concerned parties understandably
this shows that the communication with regard to noise management has to be forced to
guarantee that the specifics of soundscapes i e the relevance of perception are seriously
considered alongside the whole this book will bridge the gap between soundscape theory
and practice and therefore it will be different from our earlier publications as soundscape
and the built environment ed by j kang and b schulte fortkamp crc press taylor and francis
group boca raton fl 2016 and also from the respective special issues on soundscapes in 2012
in the journal of the acoustical society of america ed by b schulte fortkamp and j kang and
also the special issue in acta acustica 2006 ed by b schulte fortkamp and d dubois and the e
book on soundscape this volume will be driven by the difficult process of standardization of
soundscape and its evaluation procedures the main goal of the proposed volume is to
present and review the developments in soundscape reflecting the standardization
procedure and the diverse inputs the needs in management and planning in urban acoustic
environments the book will also focus on the difficulties as well as the solutions in
interdisciplinary grounded communication that is on the one hand related to science but on
the other to application that needs guidance

Soundscape and the Built Environment 2018-10-09
environmental noise and management selma kurra istanbul technical university and dbkes
engineering ltd turkey a comprehensive overview of environmental noise pollution from the
standpoint of environmental impact and control environmental noise is studied regulated
and monitored by many governments and institutions as well as forming the basis for a
number of different occupations due to the adverse effects of noise exposure environmental
noise and management provides a comprehensive overview of environmental noise pollution
the book begins by covering the fundamentals of noise and acoustics major noise sources
and prediction and evaluation techniques developments in noise measuring techniques and
mapping and improvement of legislation to control noise pollution are then discussed and
international regulations are presented technological advances and recent developments
regarding strategy and action plans are also covered in depth key features summarizes the
relevant international standards covering noise pollution and environmental engineering
practice presents technological advances and recent developments regarding strategy and
action plans covers developments in noise measuring techniques prediction models mapping
and improvement of legislation to control noise pollution environmental noise and
management is a comprehensive resource for researchers and graduate students who are
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involved in noise pollution from the standpoint of environmental impact and control

Sonic Environment of Aircraft Structure Immersed in a
Supersonic Jet Flow Stream 1976
never before has the everyday soundtrack of urban space been so cacophonous since the
1970s sound researchers have attempted to classify noise music and everyday sounds using
concepts such as pierre shafer s sound object and r murray schafer s soundscape recently
the most significant team of soundscape researchers in the world has been concerned with
the effects of sounds on listeners

The World Soundscape Project's Handbook for Acoustic
Ecology 1978
over the past two decades there have been many major new developments in the field of
urban sound environment jian kang introduces and examines these key developments
including the development of prediction methods for urban sound propagation
establishment and application of noise mapping software new noise control measures and
design methods also covered is the new eu directive on noise and the substantial actions it
has brought about across europe as the importance of soundscape acoustic comfort and
sound environment design have become widely recognized urban sound environments is a
thoroughly useful book for students and practitioners in a wide range of fields from urban
planning and landscape through to architecture and acoustics

Environmental Sound Artists 2016-06-10
the negative environmental effects of media culture are not often acknowledged the fuel
required to keep huge server farms in operation landfills full of high tech junk and the
extraction of rare minerals for devices reliant on them are just some of the hidden costs of
the contemporary mediascape eco sonic media brings an ecological critique to the history of
sound media technologies in order to amplify the environmental undertones in sound
studies and turn up the audio in discussions of greening the media by looking at early and
neglected forms of sound technology jacob smith seeks to create a revisionist ecologically
aware history of sound media delving into the history of pre electronic media like hand
cranked gramophones comparatively eco friendly media artifacts such as the shellac discs
that preceded the use of petroleum based vinyl early forms of portable technology like
divining rods and even the use of songbirds as domestic music machines smith builds a
scaffolding of historical case studies to demonstrate how green media archaeology can
make sound studies vibrate at an ecological frequency while opening the ears of eco
criticism throughout this eye opening and timely book he makes readers more aware of the
costs and consequences of their personal media consumption by prompting comparisons
with non digital non electronic technologies and by offering different ways in which sound
media can become eco sonic media in the process he forges interdisciplinary connections
opens new avenues of research and poses fresh theoretical questions for scholars and
students of media sound studies and contemporary environmental history
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Soundscapes: Humans and Their Acoustic Environment
2023-04-24
each century has its own unique approach toward addressing the problem of high density
and the 21st century is no exception as cities try to cope with rapid population growth
adding 2 5 billion dwellers by 2050 and grapple with destructive sprawl politicians planners
and architects have become increasingly interested in the vertical city paradigm
unfortunately cities all over the world are grossly unprepared for integrating tall buildings
as these buildings may aggravate multidimensional sustainability challenges resulting in a
vertical sprawl that could have worse consequences than horizontal sprawl by using
extensive data and numerous illustrations this book provides a comprehensive guide to the
successful and sustainable integration of tall buildings into cities a new crop of skyscrapers
that employ passive design strategies green technologies energy saving systems and
innovative renewable energy offers significant architectural improvements at the urban
scale the book argues that planners must integrate tall buildings with efficient mass transit
walkable neighbourhoods cycling networks vibrant mixed use activities iconic transit
stations attractive plazas well landscaped streets spacious parks and engaging public art
particularly it proposes the tall building and transit oriented development tb tod model as
one of the sustainable options for large cities going forward building on the work of leaders
in the fields of ecological and sustainable design this book will open readers eyes to a wider
range of possibilities for utilizing green resilient smart and sustainable features in
architecture and urban planning projects the 20 chapters offer comprehensive reading for
all those interested in the planning design and construction of sustainable cities

The Sonic Environment of Uptown Waterloo 1985
soundscape ecology represents a new branch of ecology and it is the result of the
integration of different disciplines like landscape ecology bioacoustics acoustic ecology
biosemiotics etc the soundscape that is the object of this discipline is defined as the acoustic
context resulting from natural and human originated sounds and it is considered a relevant
environmental proxy for animal and human life with soundscape ecology almo farina means
to offer a new cultural tool to investigate a partially explored component of the
environmental complexity for this he intends to set the principles of this new discipline to
delineate the epistemic domain in which to develop new ideas and theories and to describe
the necessary integration with all the other ecological environmental disciplines the book is
organized in ten chapters the first two chapters delineate principles and theory of
soundscape ecology chapters three and four describe the bioacoustic and communication
theories chapter five is devoted to the human dimension of soundscape chapters six to eight
regard the major sonic patterns like noise choruses and vibrations chapter nine is devoted
to the methods in soundscape ecology and finally chapter ten describes the application of
the soundscape analysis

Environmental Noise and Management 2020-08-26
finalist for the thought and criticism category of the fad awards 2019 this book traces the
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ideal of total environmental control through the intellectual and geographic journey of knud
lönberg holm a forgotten danish architect who promoted a unique systemic cybernetic and
ecological vision of architecture in the 1930s a pioneering figure of the new objectivity and
international constructivism in germany in 1922 and a celebrated peer of radical figures in
de stijl the bauhaus and russian constructivism when he emigrated to detroit in 1923 he
introduced the vanguard theory of productivism through his photography essays designs
and pedagogy by following lönberg holm s ongoing matrix of relations until the postwar era
with the european vanguards in ciam and former members of the structural study associates
ssa especially fuller frederick kiesler and c theodore larson this study shows how their
definition of building as a form of environmental control anticipated the contemporary
disciplines of industrial ecology industrial metabolism and energy accounting

Sonic Experience 2006-04-05
this eleventh volume in the series departs from the pattern of earlier volumes some of those
volumes addressed research design and policy topics in terms of environmental settings for
example homes communities neighborhoods and public places others focused on
environmental users for example chil dren and the elderly the present volume examines the
field of environment and behavior studies itself in the form of intellectual histories of some
of its most productive and still visible senior participants in so doing we hope to provide
readers with a grand sweep of the field its research and design content methodology
institutions and past and future trajectories through the experiences and intellectual
histories of its participants why intellectual histories several factors led to the decision to
launch this project for one 1989 was an anniversary and commemorative year for the
environmental design research association perhaps the major and most long standing
interdisciplinary organization of environment and behavior re searchers and practitioners
established in 1969 this organization has been the vehicle for generations of researchers
and practitioners from many disciplines to come together annually to exchange ideas
present papers and develop professional and personal relationships it held its first and
twentieth meetings in north carolina with the twentieth conference substantially devoted to
dis cussions of the past present and future of the field a taking stock so to speak thus it
seemed appropriate to launch a volume on intellectual histories at this significant juncture
in the life of the field

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Library System
Book Catalog 1975
plea is a network of individuals sharing expertise in the arts sciences planning and design of
the built environment it serves as an international interdisciplinary forum to promote
discourse on environmental quality in architecture and planning this 17th plea international
conference addresses sustainable design with respect to architecture city and environment
at the turn of the millennium the central aim of the conference is to explore the
interrelationships and integration of architecture city and environment the proceedings will
be of interest to all those involved in bioclimatic design and the application of natural and
innovative techniques to architecture and planning the conference is organised by the
martin centre for architectural and urban studies university of cambridge and the
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cambridge programme for industry university of cambridge

Urban Sound Environment 2006-09-27
artists designers and researchers are increasingly seeking new ways to understand and
explore the creative and practical significance of the senses this ground breaking book
brings art and design into the field of sensory studies providing a clear introduction to the
field and outlining important developments and new directions a compelling exploration of
both theory and practice sensory arts and design brings together a wide variety of examples
from contemporary art and design which share a sensory dimension in their development or
user experience divided into three parts the book examines the design applications of new
technology with sensing capacities the role of the senses in creating new imaginative
environments and the significance of the senses within different cultural practices the
thirteen chapters cover a highly diverse range of issues from the urban environment
architecture and soundscapes to gustatory art multisensory perception in painting music
and drawing and the relationship between vision and smell initiated by insight a research
group at lancaster institute for the contemporary arts widely recognised as a center of
research excellence the project brings together a team of experts from britain europe and
north america this timely book is destined to make a significant contribution to the scholarly
development of this emerging field an important read for students and scholars in sensory
studies design art and visual culture

Eco-Sonic Media 2015-06-05
imagined sound is a unique cartography of the artistic historical and political forces that
have informed the post world war ii representation of australian landscapes it is the first
book to formulate the unique methodology of imagined sound a new way to read and listen
to literature and music that moves beyond the dominance of the visual the colonial mode of
knowing controlling and imagining australian space emphasising sound and listening this
approach draws out and re examines the key narratives that shape and are shaped by
australian landscapes and histories stories of first contact frontier violence the explorer
journey the convict experience non indigenous belonging pacific identity and contemporary
indigenous dreaming imagined sound offers a compelling analysis of how these narratives
are reharmonised in key works of literature and music

The Vertical City 2018-06-25
from a founding figure in the field the definitive introduction to an exciting new science
what do the sounds of a chorus of tropical birds and frogs a clap of thunder and a cacophony
of urban traffic have in common they are all components of a soundscape acoustic
environments that have been identified by scientists as a combination of the biophony
geophony and anthrophony respectively of all of earth s sound sources as sound is a
ubiquitous occurrence in nature it is actively sensed by most animals and is an important
way for them to understand how their environment is changing for humans environmental
sound is a major factor in creating a psychological sense of place and many forms of sonic
expression by people embed knowledge and culture in this book soundscape ecology
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pioneer bryan c pijanowski presents the definitive text for both students and practitioners
who are seeking to engage with this thrilling new field principles of soundscape ecology
clearly outlines soundscape ecology s critical foundations key concepts methods and
applications fundamentals include concise and valuable descriptions of the physics of sound
as well as a thorough elucidation of all sounds that occur on earth pijanowski also presents
a rich overview of the ecological sociocultural and technical theories that support this new
science illustrating the breadth of this amazingly transdisciplinary field in methods he
describes the principles of data mining signal processing and mixed methods approaches
used to study soundscapes in ecological social or socio ecological contexts the final section
focuses on terrestrial aquatic urban and music applications demonstrating soundscape
ecology s utility in nearly all spaces

Soundscape Assessment 2020-01-13
listening after nature examines the constructions and erasures that haunt field recording
practice and discourse analyzing archival and contemporary soundworks through a
combination of post colonial ecological and sound studies scholarship mark peter wright
recodes the field troubles conceptions of nature expands site specificity and unearths
hidden technocultures what exists beyond the signal how is agency performed and
negotiated between humans and nonhumans what exactly is a field recording and what are
its pedagogical potentials these questions are operated by a methodology of listening that
incorporates the spaces of audition as well as wright s own practice based reflections in
doing so listening after nature posits a range of novel interventions one example is the noisy
nonself a conceptual figuration with which to comprehend the presence of reticent
recordists contact zones and elsewhere fields offers another unique contribution by
reimagining the relationship between the field and studio in the final chapter wright
explores the microphone by tracing its critical and creative connections to natural resource
extraction and contemporary practice listening after nature auditions water and waste
infrastructures and animals technologies and recordists data and stars it grapples with the
thresholds of sensory perception and anchors itself to the question what am i not hearing in
doing so it challenges western universalisms that code the field whilst offering vibrant
practice based possibilities

Soundscape Ecology 2013-10-28
environmental law has aesthetic dimensions aesthetic values have shaped the making of
environmental law and in turn such law governs many of our nature based sensory
experiences aesthetics is also integral to understanding the very fabric of environmental law
in its institutions procedures and discourses the art of environmental law the first book of
its kind brings new insights into the importance of aesthetic issues in a variety of domains of
environmental governance around the world from climate change to biodiversity
conservation it also argues for aesthetics and relatedly the arts to be taken more seriously
in the practice of environmental law so as to improve our emotional and ethical capacities to
address the upheavals of the anthropocene
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The Ideal of Total Environmental Control 2017-10-19
inspired by its use in literary theory film criticism and the discourse of game design salomé
voegelin adapts and develops possible world theory in relation to sound david k lewis
possible world is juxtaposed with maurice merleau ponty s life world to produce a meeting
of the semantic and the phenomenological at the place of listening the central tenet of sonic
possible worlds is that at present traditional musical compositions and contemporary sonic
outputs are approached and investigated through separate and distinct critical languages
and histories as a consequence no continuous and comparative study of the field is possible
in sonic possible worlds voegelin proposes a new analytical framework that can access and
investigate works across genres and times enabling a comparative engagement where
composers such as henry purcell and nadia boulanger encounter sound art works by shilpa
gupta and christina kubisch and where the soundscape compositions of chris watson and
francisco lópez resound in the visual worlds of louise bourgeois

Environment and Behavior Studies 2012-12-06
in sonic virtuality sound as emergent perception authors mark grimshaw and tom garner
introduce a novel theory that positions sound within a framework of virtuality arguing
against the acoustic or standard definition of sound as a sound wave the book builds a case
for a sonic aggregate as the virtual cloud of potentials created by perceived sound the
authors build on their recent work investigating the nature and perception of sound as used
in computer games and virtual environments and put forward a unique argument that sound
is a fundamentally virtual phenomenon grimshaw and garner propose a new fuller and more
complete definition of sound based on a perceptual view of sound that accounts more fully
for cognition emotion and the wider environment the missing facet is the virtuality the idea
that all sound arises from a sonic aggregate made up of actual and virtual sonic phenomena
the latter is a potential that depends upon human cognition and emotion for its realization
as sound this thesis is explored through a number of philosophical cognitive and
psychological concepts including issues of space self sonosemantics the uncanny hyper
realism affect gettier problems belief alief imagination and sound perception in the absence
of sound sensation provocative and original grimshaw and garner s ideas have broader
implications for our relationship to technology our increasingly digital lives and the nature
of our being within our supposed realities students and academics from philosophy to
acoustics and across the broad spectrum of digital humanities will find this accessible book
full of challenging concepts and provocative ideas

Architecture, City, Environment 2000
whether social cultural or individual the act of imagination always derives from a pre
existing context for example we can conjure an alien s scream from previously heard wildlife
recordings or mentally rehearse a piece of music while waiting for a train this process is no
less true for the role of imagination in sonic events and artifacts many existing works on
sonic imagination tend to discuss musical imagination through terms like compositional
creativity or performance technique in this two volume handbook contributors shift the
focus of imagination away from the visual by addressing the topic of sonic imagination and
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expanding the field beyond musical compositional creativity and performance technique into
other aural arenas where the imagination holds similar power topics covered include
auditory imagery and the neurology of sonic imagination aural hallucination and illusion use
of metaphor in the recording studio the projection of acoustic imagination in architectural
design and the design of sound artifacts for cinema and computer games

Sensory Arts and Design 2017-01-26
sound and statuary have had a complicated relationship in western aesthetic thought since
antiquity taking as its focus the sounding statue a type of anthropocentric statue that invites
the viewer to imagine sounds the statue might make the sculpted ear rethinks this
relationship in light of discourses on aurality emerging within the field of sound studies ryan
mccormack argues that the sounding statue is best thought of not as an aesthetic object but
as an event heard by people and subsequently conceptualized into being through acts of
writing and performance constructing a history in which hearing plays an integral role in
ideas about anthropocentric statuary mccormack begins with the ancient sculpture of
laocoön before moving to a discussion of the early modern automaton known as tipu s tiger
and the statue of the commendatore in mozart s don giovanni finally he examines statues of
people from the present and the past including the singer josephine baker the violinist
aleksandar nikolov and the actor bob newhart with each case touching on some of the issues
that have historically plagued the aesthetic viability of the sounding statue mccormack
convincingly demonstrates how sounding statues have served as important precursors and
continuing contributors to modern ideas about the ontology of sound technologies of sound
reproduction and performance practices blurring traditional divides between music
sculpture and the other arts a compelling narrative that illuminates the stories of individual
sculptural objects and the audiences that hear them this book will appeal to anyone
interested in the connections between aurality and statues in the western world in
particular scholars and students of sound studies and sensory history

The 'Imagined Sound' of Australian Literature and
Music 2019-09-20
in 1995 a group began to examine the relationship between people and information
technology in the future stale thinking had emerged and the group wanted to improve on
the rooted ideas of traditional hci this volume explores many issues surrounding theuse of
information technology in a human context

Principles of Soundscape Ecology 2024-06-06
analyzing recorded music collected perspectives on popular music tracks is a collection of
essays dedicated to the study of recorded popular music with the aim of exploring how the
record shapes the song moylan recording analysis 2020 from a variety of perspectives
introduced with a foreword by paul théberge the distinguished editorial team has brought
together a group of reputable international contributors to write about a rich collection of
recordings examining a diverse set of songs from a range of genres and points in history
spanning the years 1936 2020 the authors herein illuminate unique attributes of the
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selected tracks and reveal how the recording develops the expressive content of song
performance analyzing recorded music will interest all those who study popular music
cultural studies and the musicology of record production as well as popular music listeners

Listening After Nature 2022-05-05

The Art of Environmental Law 2019-12-12

Sonic Possible Worlds 2014-06-19

Sonic Virtuality 2015-06-01

The Oxford Handbook of Sound and Imagination
2019-07-26

The Sculpted Ear 2020-04-23

Inhabited Information Spaces 2004-01-08

Analyzing Recorded Music 2022-12-29
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